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Classical Dressage Versus Competitive Dressage
In response to Doris Kay Halstead's Horseman's Forum entitled C lassica
Dressage Sculpts A Sound And Happy Horse (p. 84, Aug. 9), Politz offers
his own opinion on the classical versus competitive dressage debate.

Gt711s1111 P o l i t e

Some of the contributions
to this topic and in some cases
those extolling the virtues
of the Baroque breeds of O R  t .14
horses have taken a slant that 4i•
is slightly disturbing. Some
authors seem to suggest that etas •
sical and competitive are mutu-
ally exclusive. This IS Si m pl y
unacceptable.

The real issue should be good
training versus bad training_ Bad
training and had roiling can only he
remedied by more education. This process
must involve the trainen and judges alike.

When educating a horse. the principles of
the Pyramid at Training must be strictly
followed. The Pyramid of Training. although
based on the Cerman Cavalry Manual, is
entirely founded on classical principles like
those propounded by Pluvinel. Francois
Robichon de Ia Gueriniere, thehneysen and
others of their calker. Thus they form a unify-
ing link between the French, German,
Portuguese and other branches of classical
equitation.

In this context it might be interesting to
examme from an historical perspective what
exactly we mean by the term classical. Mostly
we seem to agree that the ideas and ideals put
forth by Xenophon are consid-
ered classical_ His two surviving
books, the Itipparchlkos and
Peri Hippikt, although dis•
cussing in some detail stable
management arid related sub-
jects, are chiefly of a philosophi-
cal nature and tell us compara-
tively link of the actual training
methods used in antiquity-

Xenophon was a student of
Socrates. He abhorred the use of
undue force and wanted to pre-
serve the nature and the spirit of
the horse in order to -make him
proud and more beautiful," That
is indeed also the philosophy
behind the Pyramid of Training.

But what if we take a closer
look at subsequent centuries
where we bave records of the
training of horses. It becomes
abundantly clear that we cannot
apply the term classical in the

c —

Xenophon sense to some practices prevalent in
the 16th and 17th centuries_

How is it possible to understand or con-
done the brutal methods used by Frederic°

In The Forum. horsemen are invited to express
their views and offer constructive criticism
on any topic relevant to working with and
enjoying horses. The opinions expressed by
the 'Ay iters are entirely their OWn and not
necessarily those of Me Chronicle of! h? force.

Caisone and the School Of Naples, de b Brom
or the Duke at Newcastle? Yet Grisones fistlens-
era were evert at teaching the airs above the
ground_ Is it natural to have a horse canter
backwards a la Francois Baucher or to teach
him circus tricks like bowing or sitting on his
haunches like a dog or to do the Spanish walk?

Let us elarflaile more critically some at
the concepts we considered classical, such
as Wilhelm Mueselefs idea of -bracing the
back: We now know that we use the abdominal
muscles to ashieve engagement with the seat.

Another one is Col_ Alois Podhaisky's insis-
tence that there is a phase of suspension in the
piaffe. We know now that that is not true. Even
at the Spanish Riding School, the stallions
have no phase of suspension at the plaffe.

Faustus shows his correct sell Carriage and lightness in the extended trot
with Gerhard Po 'IL

The Chronicle of the Horse

ID The Horse—An Athlete
We need to bear in mind that horses are by

nature, not even intended to carry the weight
of the rider, /et alone perform Grand Prix dres-
sage or airs above the ground at the command
of a rider_ This takes careful training. not only
in the intricacies of the movements, but first
and foremost to gyrnnastkixe the horse so that
he acquires the incredible strength necessary
to perform what we ask him to do.

Twenty years ago there were no chiroprac-
tors, acupuncturists and masseuses for horses.
But I don't think our horses were more sore in
those days. We just knew when to back off with
the intensity of the training and how to get a
horse through a difficult period. That's simply

called "good training:
These days we know w here a

horse is hurting and how muck
and we have an expert -fix it."

But does it perhaps create
less discerning and careful rid-
ers? There is no doubt that bad
riding and training cause more
muscular and skeletal pmblerns
for the horse. Even good and
correct training inevitably

causes the horse some muscle soreness.
Bad training can certainly form a horse

like the caricature depicted in Figure 2 in the
article by Doris Kay Ilaisteail However to sug-
gest that this is 'Competitive Self C,arriage" is
quite preposterous. What we are looking at is
simply i the result oft bad riding_

On the other hand. Cot. Cadres admoni•
tion to follow the rates of the Federation
Equestre Internationale as to how a horse
should be presented in competition should be
taken seriously. There are far too many riders
in the show ring who stgadd learn to ride at
home, and far too many trainers who don't
know the differeriee between schooling and
training the horse at home and presenting him
in front of a judge.

This is definitely where the
judges have an important and
leading role to play_ The judges
comments should be more edu-
cational than seems to be the
common practice. Perhaps this
would also necessitate more edu-
cation for the judges.

Judges should not hesitate to
reward good training and riding
with high marks and be equally
courageous in punishing bad
training with the low marks it
deserves and make appropriate
comments.

In the United States, gener-
ally speaking, the resporukility
judges have as a group in influ-
encing and guiding the training
of dressage has not been fully
realised and exploited. As in
Europe, iudges' forums in the
united states should also
include trainers and more open
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discussion should be encouraged wherever
possible between judges and riders.

A horse in competition, and a rider hefting
to win the class, tnust fulfill
the criteria of the FEL If the
horse is not strong enough
to carry himself throughout
the teal in the appmpriate
outline for the level he
should not be shown with -
the expectation to get a blue ribbon.

A correct. classically trained horse. Le.
ideal self carriage. swinging back, opening of
the frame in extensions etc,. even if he makes
small mistakes, should alwaaa be rated higher
than a kg mom who may be wry accurate.

The Horse's Back
Throughout the entire education of the

horse, the functioning of the back muscles
remains the key comprinent of successful
training. Without an incredibly strong back
the horse would never be able to perform all
the tasks we demand of him with the desired
Quality of the gaits. A trainer often like to use
the phrase -get his back up- but is that what
we really want?

If a horse were indeed able to keep his back
up. he would took rather like the drawing in
Figure I  o f  Halstead's article, without
proper contour to the back. In fact, the back
wastiel be rather like an ironing board and
the rider would get the feeling of sitting on
top of a mountain. What we do want is a swing-
ing back. This implies relaxation and elasticity.
A horse that has these qualities will almost
tuck you into the siddk in an eidended trot

What happens in the back is reflected in
the neek and vice versa_ Anatomically, this
connection can be made quite easily: The
nuchal ligament is attached at the cranium
and runs through the neck is attached at the
withers, and continues as the supraspinotas
ligament through the back and then attaches
to the sacrum.

Imagine these ligaments, rather like steel
cables running from cranium to sacrum and
the withers acting as a fulcrum. if the lever in
front of the fulcrum ithe neck) is lowered, the
lever on the other side of the fulcrum the
back) is lifted. %Then in this POSitiOlk. the back
muscles. reeching support from the andomi-
nab, and motivated by the action of the hoase's
hind legs, can function in relaxation and with-
out constraint.

Over time the back muscles and abdomi-
ruts become strong enough to not only carry
the rider's weight without undue tension but
also to perform basic training exercises with
confidence and in reLuation, and eventually in
collection and elevation.

A luaneledgeable trainer who -feels- his
horse, will always put the neck in a position
that enables the back to function in the best
possible way. This may entail quite a variety of
neck positions from hang and low as in -allow-
ing the hoes( to chew the reins out of the
hands- to relatho self carriage with the poll
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the highest
the vertical.

These

luThe real issue should
be good training

, versus bad training."

point and the nose line in front of

different neck positions are
absolutely essential in order
to keep the horse's back
relaxed, supple and swinging
Any training that focuses on
the neck boaing to be in one
position most of the time
causes fixation and rigidity in

the back and this can happen at both ends of
the specimen high and low.

For each individual horse the time frame
in which to establish the basics is somewhat
different but should take anything from two
to three sears, and in some cases, particularly
with high-strung horses and weak-backed
ones, even longer.

From then on progress toward collection
and teaching upper level movements can be
accomplished relatively easily. However, if the
basic training is inwried and the goals (stepping
stones of the Pyramid of Trainingt are not
established for the sake of teaching -the tricks,-
these shortcomings will manifest themselves in
various waes throughout the training.

Relative Self Carriage And
Absolute Self Carriage
Illi:tt: liQuid c u e A l o n  that the PEI

rules regarding the way of going of a correctly
trained horse must apply when the horse is
being shown. The rules must be the criteria for
the rider and the judge. Hut is that also how
every horse should be ridden in training?
From an anatomical and psydaological aspect
there arc good reasons not to-

There are some rather important miscon-
ceptions regarding the training of the horse
which. paradoxically enough, may originate
from classical concepts. in particular the term
"self carriage'.

Some of these misermorptioris are evi-
denced b y  such
phrases as -elevating
the forehand-. 'mak-
ing the alusulders
come up.- -raising
the withers," etc,
This is literally put-
ting the cart before
the horse.

Such phrases
imply riding with the hands in order to simu-
late the appearance of an cleated forehand
and the result is a horse, which is ridden from
front to back. Such riding does indeed create
caricatures of horses that are broken in the
3rdrith vertebrae, go behind the vertical, are
hollow in the back, with hind legs not tracking
up or working out behind.

Although these horses carry the neck high
and may be able to execute movements with
great accuracy and appropriate straightness
and bend. provided the rider is skilled enough,
their elevation is not natural but rather the
result of strong use of hands. This kind of tie-
vaticin is called -absolute elevation- (perhaps

l ' i l  knowledgeable trainer who
'feels' his horse, will always
put the neck in a position that
enables the back to function
in the best possible w a r
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because it has absolutely nothing to do with
what's behind the saddle!).

These horses are generally unhappy
in their work, tend to become stoic or
resistant, may haw an inclination to rear and
certainly need a chiropractor more often than
hones schooled wording to the Pyramid of
Training.

When a horse goes in collection, he bends
and articulates the joints in his haunches in the
proper manner, and the haunches are lowered.
which results in elevation of the forehand.

The greatest evidence of this should be
seen at the Grand Prix level, but it should hap-
pen throughout the Lewis according to the
required ikgree of colketion and to the ability
and conformation of the horse.

If this process is indeed the natural result
of the engagement of the haunches and rela-
tive to their lowering it is called relative eleva-
tion. In the context of classical philosophy of
training of the horse this is considered a pool-
the result

During the course of  training. such
horses develop a top line in which the muscles
just in front of the withers and along the crest
acquire a contour that gives an appearance
of a  lengthened neck. The muscles o f
the under neck are more or less atrophied_
The withers themsehes appear to be snore
sculpted. The muscles in the back and particu-
larl)' in the loins are strong but without
rigidity. There seers to be a proper place for
the saddle to fit comfortably on the horse's
back_

In recent years Iberian hones have made a
spectacular debut in international competi-
tion. particularly since their breeders have
placed more emphasis on producing horses
that can also extend stride.

Their riders are expert trainers with
solid, classical educations and combine
correct schooling with just the right touch of
showmanship. 1*w ridden quite a few Baroque.

type horses and when
correctly t r a i n e d
they're a  lot of fun
because of their natu-
ral aptitude for collec-
tion. They're generally
intelligent and have a
pleasant character and,
because of their size.
make an ideal match

for the small rider. But they do need to be coo
redly trained, just like any other dressage
horse.

Good riding will serve any type of horse,
arid bad riding can only be improved through
education and an open mind. 4

Editor's Note- The author, formerly o f
Stuttgart. Germany, immigrated to southern
California in 1987_ He is a British Horse Societp
Instructor. t t  Gennart Reilleher AV, fit ISDF
InsimctrAr and Certilloation eramines; He hits 30
.oears of Luperience rteateing, Inrining, teach*
drd competing ircconfirrg to the classical
prtricid" and the Ppramid of Trainim.
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